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home protecting blue whales and blue skies vsr Mar 27 2024 protecting blue whales and blue
skies is a voluntary vessel speed reduction vsr program along the coast of california this marine
conservation program helps companies incorporate sustainable shipping practices to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions air pollution and ship strikes to endangered whales
protecting blue whales and blue skies santa barbara county Feb 26 2024 the vessel speed
reduction incentive program is a voluntary program where the district and its partners ask the
vessel operators to slow down to a speed of 10 knots or less which reduces air pollution fatal
strikes on endangered whales and ocean noise for more information please visit
bluewhalesblueskies org
marine vessel speed reduction reduces air emissions and fuel Jan 25 2024 last updated
on march 20 2024 some ports have established vessel speed reduction vsr zones of up to 40
nautical miles by reducing ship speeds vsr zones can reduce fuel consumption and emissions
within the designated region
ship speed reduction lowers california coastal air pollution Dec 24 2023 protecting blue whales
and blue skies vessel speed reduction vsr program announced results from 2023 including a
reduction in coastal california air pollution lowered risk to whales and reduced ocean noise the
voluntary program ran may 1 through december 15 2023 thirty three global shipping companies
participated in the voluntary
vessel speed reduction program expanding to freightwaves Nov 23 2023 freightwaves
staff monday june 19 2017 starting july 1 the santa barbara county air pollution control district s
vessel speed reduction initiative to ongoing initiative aimed at cutting air pollution and
protecting the area whale population will expand to the san francisco bay area
setting sail towards sustainability the impact of california Oct 22 2023 february 18 2024
blue whale with cargo ship in the background protecting blue whales and blue skies is a
voluntary vessel speed reduction vsr program along the coast of california which incentivizes
companies to incorporate sustainable shipping practices across their global supply chain
vessel speed reduction initiative california air resources Sep 21 2023 measurable benefits
reduces ghg air pollution reducing vessel speed to 12 knots will reduce shipping ghg emissions
by 50 in california up to 2 580 000 tonnes year1 in the santa barbara channel up to 369 762
tonnes year1
vessel strikes on whales are increasing with warming can the Aug 20 2023 flexible
speed reduction areas could help prevent ship collisions scientists say by kiley price october 10
2023 the carcass of a humpback whale lies on long island s lido beach in new
speed reduction initiative gwefan cyngor sir gaerfyrddin Jul 19 2023 speed reduction
initiative page updated on 18 04 2024 we are working in partnership with gosafe dyfed powys
police and schools to combat speeding within our communities and outside our schools during
the initiative driver speeds are highlighted using a speed indicator device sid
evaluating adherence with voluntary slow speed initiatives to Jun 18 2023 for over 10 years
noaa has established seasonal voluntary vessel speed reduction vsr zones off of california and
requested that all vessels 300 gross tons gt or larger decrease speeds to 10 knots or less to
reduce the risk of vessel strikes on endangered whales
are voluntary vessel speed reduction initiatives protecting May 17 2023 the study shows
that despite a recorded increase in cooperation with the voluntary slow speed requests in later
years of the study timeframe from 12 in 2010 to 46 in 2019 cooperation by large vessels with
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the voluntary requests is lower than research partners estimate is needed to reduce whale
mortality to levels that do not inhibit
close port of long beach Apr 16 2023 the port s vessel speed reduction program also known
as the green flag program rewards vessel operators who slow their ships to 12 knots within 20 or
40 nautical miles of point fermin operators with 90 or higher compliance within 20 nautical miles
over a calendar year earn a 15 discount on dockage fees the following year
community speed reduction health resources in action Mar 15 2023 evidence based speed
reduction strategies include designing and retrofitting road networks to ensure safe speeds
using automated traffic enforcement technologies and reducing speed limits communities
implementing these strategies can prevent collisions reduce fatalities and injuries and makes
streets more inviting for cycling and walking
caltrans news flash 195 caltrans work zone speed reduction Feb 14 2023 as a result
caltrans is rolling out three new safety initiatives to reduce work zone speeds allow more space
between workers and traffic and expand work windows giving work crews more flexibility to
work safer and get projects done faster which means less impact to the public
caltrans introduces work zone speed reduction initiative to Jan 13 2023 as a result caltrans is
rolling out three new safety initiatives to reduce work zone speeds allow more space between
workers and traffic and expand work windows giving work crews more flexibility to work safer
and get projects done faster which means less impact to the public
caltrans work zone speed reduction initiative Dec 12 2022 to end work zone fatalities
caltrans is rolling out three new safety initiatives to reduce work zone speeds allow more space
between workers and traffic and expand work windows giving work crews more flexibility to
work safer and get projects done faster which means less impact to the public
speed reduction mechanisms national association of city Nov 11 2022 cities can achieve a
reduction in traffic speeds using a variety of traffic calming techniques while certain speed
controls alter the configuration of a roadway others change how people psychologically perceive
and respond to a street
video caltrans launches work zone speed reduction initiative Oct 10 2022 the california
department of transportation announced three new safety initiatives on april 24 to improve
highway work zone safety lowering work zone speed limits allowing more space between
workers and traffic and expanding work time windows to give work crews more flexibility to work
safer and get projects done faster lessening the impact
gov sg how to make your commute a more sustainable one Sep 09 2022 how to make
your commute a more sustainable one every eco friendly step counts 5 min read published on
07 apr 2021 you could practise the 3rs reduce reuse and recycle use reusable bags for groceries
instead of plastic bags or bringing your own containers when dapao ing food
0913 written answer by minister for manpower dr tan see leng Aug 08 2022 workmen 1
including drivers of heavy vehicles earning up to 4 500 per month should not work more than 12
hours per day errant employers found to be flouting the ea can be prosecuted and fined up to 5
000 for each offence in addition the workplace safety and health council wsh council guidelines
on fatigue management recommends that
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